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A new low-capacitance photodetector with high sensitivity in the 0.8 - 1.4 um
wavelength range has been developed from reverse-biased GaAs doping superlattices
grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The measured photoresponse of the device at energies
far below the gap of the host semiconductor is by orders of magnitude larger than
expected from the original theory of doping superlattices because of pronounced tail
states existing in the highly doped yet semi-insulating material. The low capacitance
of the detector impl ies high-speed response in the entire long-wavelength range.

Introduction
The internal transverse space-charge fiel d
sting in doping superlattices resul ts in a substantial radiative electron-hole recombination
and in a strong exponential tail of the absorption
coefficient at photon energies below the gap of
the host naterial, E: /1-3/, The ern'lssion and aosorpt ion of photons Hith
E:tt. r.Eo is
"nergy
thus possible. In addition,
the eilission eilergy
and the absorption coefficient pF? tunable by variation of the effective gap, Ef" . Whi le the tunable low-energy I uminescence ofYdoping superlattices deteriorates at 300 K due to thermal populat i on of h i gh- i ndex subbands, thg*absorpt i on of
photons wi th energy close to El" i s not modi fied
at room temp"r"tui" if the phoflogenerated electrons and holes are rapidly swept away from the
exi
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respect i ve bands.
In this paper we present a new photoconductive detector based on reverse-biased GaAs doping
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superlattices of different design parameters. The
sensitivity of this delector at 1.4 Um reaches
more than 20'l of the E: response at 0.85 um. This
excel lent photoresponsE is by orders of magnitude
larger than expected from the original theory of
doping superlattices and is caused by the existence of pronounced tail states in the forbidden
gap reg i on of the superl att i ces. The capac i tance
of the reverse-biased device depends only on the
geometry of the selective electrodes and can thus
be kept extremely low. This impl ies high-speed
response of the new detector.

Fig. 1 (a) Layer sequence of GaAs dgpinS superlattice and arrangement of selective n'- and p'-electrodes, (U) periodic modulation of real-space energy bands by the positive and negative space charge
i n the respect i ve I ayers.
the positive and negative space charge in
the respective layers is indicated in Fig.1b. We
have chosen a superlattice configuration where the
const i tuent I ayers are al ready total I y depl eted at
zero bias. This requi res design parameters providing equal doping densitigg, i.e. nn.d^ = nn.d^, and
an ef fective gap of 0<E=' '<Eo. In fltris str0ctUre,
the intrinsic space-chatge fYeld f^(x) given by the
design parameters remains constant'upon variation
of the reverse bias, because the donors and acceptors within the respective layers are al ready completely ionized at zero bias. Under these conditions
the conduction and valence band edges, Ec and Ey,
are f lat along the layers, i .e. in x-direction, as
sfown in [ig. 2a, except for the area close to the
n - and p -contact regions. Because of the total
depletion of the layers, the superlattice is highly
bands by

2. Photodetector 0peration
The superlattice configuration for the photodetector consists of 20 to 100 thin alternate !"and pldoped GaAs layers and is provided with n'and p ' - reg i ons on two edges ex tend i ng pe rpend i cular to the layers to form the selective electrodes (fig. 1a). Through these electrodes a reverse
bias voltage Vo is applied to all constituent p-n
junctions of tfie superlattice.0peration of the
detector can be understood by inspection of Figs.
1 and 2. The periodic modulation of the energy
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Fig. 3 Relative photoresponse calculated from Eq.
(l) for GaAs dopi ng superlatt i ces wi th des ign parameters of Table 1 and with various external field

Ev

strengths Fl .

Fig. 2 Schematic real-space energy band diagram of
a semi - i nsul ati ng Ggfls dopi ng superl atti ce wi lh nO'
d^ = n^.dn and O<El' '.EX provided wi th selective
pT-electroHes; {a) at zero bias in x-direcnSalong the layers viewing the center of each
tion"nt
layer type; (b) under operating conditions at high
reverse bias with the longitudinal external field
ti I ting the whole structure; (c) vertical section
showing the periodic modulation of the energy bands
i n z-di rect i on and i nd i cat i ng the sweep-out of electrons and holes along the parabol i c wel I channels in the tilted structure.
resistive and behaves I ike a semi-insulator' Therefore, when a reverse bias is appl ied via the selective electrodes, a constant longitudinal electric field Fr is added in x-di rection paral lel to
the I enqth of the I ayers, i .e. the structure i s
tilted in layer direction, as indicated in Fig'2b
and c. ETectron-hole pairs generated by the absorption of irradiation are effectively separated in
z-direction by the strong space-charge field of
the superlattice and then immediately swept away
by the longitudinal field in x-direction to the
respective electrodes. As a resul t, recombination
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extremely high efficiencies for the absorption procarricess are achieved. Since the photogenera-ted
ers have relaxation times as short as 10 tzs for
thermal ization in the conduction and valence subband system, the device speed is mainly determined
by the time required to sweep out the confined electrons and holes along the parabol ic wel I channels. In addition, due to the rapid sweep-out of
the photogenerated carriers by the longi tudinal electric field at high reverse bias, the bare spacecharge potential of the superlattice exPeriences
only a minor compensation from these excess carr i ers, and the respons i v i ty of the dev i ce for I ongwavelength i rradiations does not deteriorate during operation.
The sensitivity of our superlattice detector
at energies below the gap of the host material is
primari ly caused by the intrinsic space-charge
ti.ta, given by Fe(x) = qNx/e for O<x<d/Z wi th q=
elementary charge, N=doping concentration, and e=
dielectric constant, which enhances the tunnel -

assisted phototransition between spatial ly separated el ectron and hol e subbands. The el ectr i c f i el d
reaches its maximum value of Fr"*= qNd/2e_at the
p-n junction. For the design pa-dmeters ot our sample # 2726=2 we obtain a maximum internal field of
F = 2x1 05 V/cm at zero b i as. l'/hen we app ly a reuB?6e bias the superimposed longitudinal field Fl
can be estimated from the residual free-carrier
concentrat i on (see d i scuss i on on capaci tance) and
the appl ied vol tage. With our device we reach F,=

v^=180 v. The lotql.qlectric field
V/.*
t- This electric
"t o! r(x)=(Fo $)/+rl)'/
is then given
field appl ied to a homogeneous semiconductor enhances the absorption coefficient o(ur,F) at energies
below E! due to the Franz-Keldysh effect according
to /4,57
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zero rieid
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interband matrix element, tot"i's the f ree and mF the
reduced electron mass' n is the refractive index,
a^ is the permittivity of space, c is the velocity
oY I ight, and n' (z) represents the Ai ry functions'
From Eq. (1) t"'."n calculate s(r,F) as a function
of the electric field by applying the asymptotic
form of the Airy functions. Although this calculation is based on the weak-field approximation, the
resul ts are sti I I reasonable for absorption coeffi cients at energies far below Ei /\/. Since the total electric field is a functi6n of the position x,
we have to average the field-induced absorption coefficient over the superlattice period according to
^^d/2
(2)
cr(r,*) dx
;Y --; /

where B

In this way we can obtain the averaged absorPtion
coefficient under the superimposed longitudinal electric field as a funct ion of wavel ength. Fi na I I Y'
the photoresPonse .to (ur) g i ven bY the re I at ion
-,i (r) D\
,I
)
J^(r) = ql^(1-R) \t-e
Pv

ly be calculated when neglecting the spectral dependence of the reflectivity R and using
the total thickness of D=2 pm for the doping superlattice (lo = intensity of incident I ight).
For GaAs doping superlattices with design parameters of Table 1 , deta i led resul ts of th€se
calculations are depicted in Fig. 3 for various
external field strengths. The photoresponse of the
superlattice at energies below the gap of the host
material E; i s considerably enhanced by both the
periodic space-charge field and the superimposed
I ong i tud i nal f i eld. _lowever, even for the sampl e
with nn=ha=l"161U.r-J and d.=d^=!O nm the expected
sensitivity is not exceedin!lyHhigh and reaches at
can easi
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Ft is as high as 5x1PV/cn. In Sect. 4 we will show
that the measured long-wavelength sensitivity is
by orders of magnitude larger than those calculated values due to tail states existing in the forbidden gap region of the superlattice.
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Table I Design parameters and relative photoresponse of the studied GaAs doping superlattices.
V., is the amplitude of the periodic space charge
pdtential as calculated for total depletion of
the respective layers at zero bias /2/ 2V^ is a
measure for the reduction of the effective Energy
gap by the superlattice potential.
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Experimental

Fig. 4 Spectral photoresponse of reverse-biased GaAs
dopi?q superlattices
d =d^=10 nm and n^=lA=
t3 (top) andwith
1xl01B .fi-3 (uottom).'Tn"
5xio17 .

The GaAs dop i ng super I att i ces formed by a I te rnate Si and Be doping^were grown by molecular beam
epitaxy (Mgr) at 500'c on semi-insulating (too)
GaAs substrates, The superlattice configuration is
schematical ly depicted in Fig. 1a and the design
parameters of two representative samples with nr.,=
no and d.=d^ studied here are given in Table 1.'The

insets show the reverse l-V characteristics of the
th and wi thout i rrad i at ion.

dev i ces wi

of the superlattice and enhanced by the longitudinal field due to the external bias al lows absorotion of long-wavelength i rradiation through the
Franz-Kel dysh effect.
Comparison of calculated photoresponse of Fig.
3 obtained for different longitudinal field strengths
with the experimental results of Fig.4 reveals
much h i gher exper i menta I va I ues than expected from
theory, particularl y at long wavelength. I^/e interpret thi s favorable resul t as fol lows: Eqs. (1 ) anO
(2) are based on the early theoretical approach /2,\/
which was deVeloped for very pure and highly resistive materials where no band tail states are expected (otherwise high electric fields could not nave
been appl ied to the sample). The doping superlattices, however, are highly doped - yet highly resi stive - and therefore considerable band tai I states are expected in the energy gap. Consequently,
the pr.obab i I i ty to f ind e lectrons or holes ins ide

f i'rst GaAs Tayer fol lowing the substrate and the
final top layer are always n-type and must have a

thickness of d/2 to ensure complete depletion of
I constituent n- and p-layers at operating condi4ions, Rectangular pieces of approximately 1x3
mm- area were cleaved from the al-grown gafers.
The devices were provided with n'- and p'-regions
extending perpendicular to the layers on the two
far edges by alloying small Sn and Sn/Zn balls,
respect i vel y, to form the sel ect i ve el ectrodes /3/.
A voltage source supplying tle reverle bias Vo is
connected to the selective n'- and o'-electroijes.
Chopped monochromatic I ight from a tungsten iodine
lamp passing a gratiryg monochromator was used to
irradiate the 1xl mm- detector area. The photocurrent i nduced by front i I I umi nat ion was measured by
al

a lock-in
4.

Resu l
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sensitivity is drastically enhanced in the presence
of a strong electric field. our assumption on the
exi stence of ta i I states for i nterpretat ion of the
experimental photoresponse data is supported by two
additional experimental results. First, the pronounced maximum in the photoresponse specfra arcund
1.1 pm observed at increased reverse bias may wel I
evidence the existence of a considerably high density of states inside the gap. Second, the inflr.ence

ts and D i scuss ion

The spectral response of the two superlattice
detector configurations measured at 300 K in the
0.8 - 1 .4 um wavel ength range us i ng a systemat i cal ly increased reverse bias is shown in Fig.4. \,Je
observe a dramatical ly increased long-wavelength
sensitivity at high reverse bias. The strong transverse electric field given by the design paraneters
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of tail states on the

long-wavelength Photorespon-

se should be more pronounced at higher doping concentrations of the constituent superlattice layers.
This effect is indeed observed in the experimental
data of Fig. 4 (bottom), which Wtre thtained from
sampl e # 2725-3 wi th nn=no=1 xl 0ro cm ' yi el d i ng
an i nrr i ns i c el ectr i c fi eTa of F_^,= 3.5x1 05 V/cm.
Doubling of the doping concentra'tT6n results in a
steep increase of the long-wavelength photoresponse, which at 1.4 um reaches more than 20% of the
E! value at 0.85 um when applying a reverse bias

of

Vo= 90 V.

of Fig. 4 show the reverse l-V
characteristics with and without i rradiation. Although these devices do not show break-down up to
V. = 200 V, we observe a certain dark current.
tFis dark current is strongly reduced immediately
after removing the native oxides by etching in
HCl, and it increases to the previous value after
exposing the device surface to ai r again" Consequently, optimization of the selective electrodes
and appropriate surface passivation is requi red
to minimize the extrinsic contributions to the
''The inserts

dark current,
The capacitance of the reverse-biased new
detector is only determined by the geometry of
the selective electrodes, if the doping superlattice would be perfectly depleted. For the,,present
deyice, this value would be as low as 10 - pF which
impl ies extremely high-speed response. In practical MBE growth, however, an absolute compensation
between donors and acceptors in the respective layers is very difficult, and usual ly a smal I amount
of residual free electrons (or holes) remains after the complete depletion of p-layers (or n-layers). Thus, the device capacitance depends upon
the residual free carrier concentration. For the
sampl e # 2926-2, the capacitance deduced from the
free carrier concentration is still as
residual
'low as 0"02 pF, which is much smaller than the
measured result of 0.15 pF. This discrepancy may
be attributed to the spurious caPacitance due to
the lead wire and the sample mounting.

5,

Conclusion

A new photoconductive detector of low capacitance and with high sensitivity in the 0.8-1.4 um
wavelength range has been fabricated from GaAs
doping superlattices grown by molecular beam epi-

taxy. The highly doped yet semi-insulating superlattice al lows application of high reverse bias
via selective electrodes al so at 300 K. The measured photoresponse of the total ly depleted device
at energies far below the energy gap of GaAs is
by orders of magnitude larger than expected from
the original theory of doping superlattices, due
to the existence of tail states in the forbidden
gap region of the superlattice. Under operating
conditions the capacitance of the detector depends
only on the electrode geometry and can thus be
kept very low. Thi s impl ies high-speed response of
the device. In addition to detector appl ication,
this reverse-biased superlattice is attractive
for high-speed optical switches with good quantum efficiencies.
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